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I page 3
DeCenzo, Dyer and
Domke-Damonte share
their plans and visions
for CCU
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I page 11
Students debate over hether
it is better to go to the beach or
to the pool now that summer is
almost over

Some students still chose to read "Goat: A Memoir" after
the provost rr.=~e it recommended instead of required.

Features Editor
Opinion about the cancel1ation
of "Goat: A emoir' the book
that wa cho en for the Big Read
have been and are till being
voiced by the campus and local
communities. The one voice that
ha not yet been publicly heard
- until now - is the voice of the
author, Brad Land.
"I wa surpri ed that it was
picked in the fir t place. My fir t
reaction [to the cancellation] I
gues I was a little urpri ed more
than anything,' aid Land. 'I
didn't completely know what ~la
going on at fir t and I don't even
kno if I do now."
Land said he know
orne
people were up et about the
content of the book but he thinks
he till reached the campu and the
local area de pite the cancellation
of the program.
"Well I think I reached them

.

Information

I page 15

See pages 16-17 for a
CD revie and the result of
the p 0 0 contest

e
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Ra", tev!e Evans
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from hat I understand. That s
important to reach the campu
community. A lot of people have
read it so I know I still connected
with orne" he said.
The Conway native had
no negative reactions to the
cancellation and understands that
there are orne negative opinions
about the book.
"Other people may have
gotten mad, but the news of the
cancellation didn't make me mad.
I was definitely glad that people
till read it," said Land.
The writer aid he could
have had many reactions to the
cancellation such as asking y hy
it was canceled, but he aid it
wouldn t solve anything and the
upport from the fan and the
campus meant a great deal.
The people at Coastal should
be applauded. Tbeytake it and stic
behind it. It say how dedicated the
people in the English department
are and how much they care and

that means a lot, he said.
Land thinks the cancellation
starts many discussio on camp
and will probably cause orne
misunderstandings. He recognizes
that the cancellation has caused
some confusion.
People are concerned about
academic freedom and censorship
on a college campus. The Big
Read cancellation has started an
ongoing contro ersial discussion
about the e i sue . Land said he
i not supportive of censorship
and doesn't exactly know what
text i considered re tricted or
appropriate.
"Of course I'm not a fan of
cen orship and I don't understand
hat makes omething cen orabl
or fun for younge eyes. If you're
going to cancel that you have to
get rid of Shake p are and all of
the cIas ic because they are not
exactly happy h aid.
Many tuden are basically
100 .ng or feedbac from th
camp community and are doin
thi by asking the opinio of th
fre bmen tuden who ere
t
required to read the text over th
summer. igma Tau Delta, the
Engli h honor ociety i currentl
doing a urvey to get the fr bmen
reaction to the cancellation.
, e just really want to
0
what exactly i going on ith th
cancellation and the [Big Read]
e're doing surv
program.
to find out what they [fre hmen]
think about it,
aid Victoria
Lozano vice president of igma
Tau Delta.
Since the cancellation of th
boo
the Engli h department
organized a prote t during th
recent fre hman con ocation

>

See Land page 5
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What to do, where to do it on campus in Sept. - Oct.

CAMPUS EVENTS
:'J7ues. 25

mues.' 25 .

-I

Sept. 24 - Oct. 7, 2007
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Weds. 26
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])hurs. 27

Mon. 1
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Tues. 2
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Tues. 2

Tea and Ethics
Waccamaw
Higher Education
Center
6 p.m.

New Music
Listening Party
Commons
Private Dining
Room
9 p.m.

Cultural/Hispanic
Celebration
Prince Lawn
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Late Night Bingo
The Commons
10 p.m.

Wild Card Event
Student Center,
Room TBA
7 p.m.

Meet Counseling
Services
Prince Lawn
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

"Take ~ack the
Night"
Prince Lawn
9 p.m.

Movie - TBA
Wall Auditorium
7,9 and 11 p.m.

"Deal or No Deal"
Game Show
Location TBA
8 p.m.

Psychology Film
Series
Wall Auditorium

David Bankston
and Friends in
Concert
Wheelwright
Auditorium
7:30 p.m.
Admission free
with ticket

Depression
Screening Day
Student Center,
Room 204
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Mentoring
Program: "First
Thursday"
Student Center,
Room 208
6 p.m.

Foreign.Film
Series - "Free
Zone"
Wall Auditorium
8p.rn.

7p.m.

See page 30 for
the CCU sports
calendar
Compiled by Meg Duvall, assistant editor

From the dean's desk: Responsibility
SGA announces
Meg Duvall
community clean-up
Assistant Editor

Sam LeClair
For The Chanticleer
Student
Government
Association (SGA) is having the
first College Park Clean-up of this
year. Along with Students Taking
Active Responsibility (STAR),
Students for Environmental Action
(SEA) and CCU Greeks, SGA will
gather to pick up trash and clean
the College Park neighborhood.
SEA attends the clean-ups and

assures that all the items collected
are being recyc1ed and di posed of
properly.
The College Park Clean-ups
were started in 2005 to help bridge
the relationship between the
university, the students who live
in the College Park community
and the community members.
This year, SGA is expanding the
c1ean-up to The Pines community,
Quail Creek, Quail Run and the
Santee and Waccamaw Halls.
Eny tudents who wish to help
are encouraged to join other
participants in the Student Center
at noon on Sunday, Sept. 23.
SGA also wants to encourage
tho e students who live in these
communities to come out and
help.
In regards to tailgating on
Saturday for the football game,
we want to say thank you to all the
students who came out and acted
appropriately and for keeping the
campus clean.

The university finds it difficult
to promote an image that student
and the surrounding community
can be proud of when students
are being disrespectful in their
neighborhoods, said Dean of
Students Lloyd Holmes.
Holmes said the univer'ity
receives calls every day from
member of the community about
Coastal Carolina University
tudents and their behavior off

campus. Calls to the university
include remarks about students
being disrespectful to their
neighbors, students tra hing
property of their own and their
neighbors and students di turbing
the peace.
The dean encourage students
to:

t. Police themselves.
2. Be a

~'Good

eighbor."

Check out the "Student Guide
to Being a Good Neighbor"
publi hed by the Student
Government Association.
3. Be responsible. Continued

irresponsible and disrespectful
behavior will lead to more law
enforcement in the neighborhood
surrounding campu .

4. Understand how their
rill impact the
behavior
university and others around
them.
Holme wants to "encourage
students to look at their behavior
and
determine
what
they
con ider being respon ible is and
attempt to engage in re ponsible
behavior. "

CORRECilONS
The Chanticleer is committed to accuracy. Plea e e-mail or call the editor-in-chief if you. ee any
mistakes in The Chanticleer at chanticleer@coastal.edu or (843) 349-2330.
In Volume 44, Issue 6 of The Chanticleer that was published Sept. 10-23, an article titled "Meet
the Staff' on page 13 ran with the byline Meg Duvall, ru sistant editor. The article was actually
wlitten by M. G. Fisher, a fornler editorial staff member.
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Strategic pia to se
Meg Duvall
Assistant Editor
The future of Coastal Carolina
rests in the hands of
the Strategic Planning Steering
Committee, which is busy
creating and revising its plans for
the university.
The team is led by Chief
of Staff Dr. Darla DomkeDamonte, and is part of President
David DeCenzo and Executive
Vice. President Edgar Dyer's
administration.
The purpo e of strategic
planning, according to DomkeDamonte, is to help individuals
within an organization commit to
its priorities.
"The other thing it does
is communicate very clearly
to outside stakeholders," aid
Domke-Damonte. "Whether that
is alumni, whether that's parents,
potential students, employers and
other organizations that
might support some of
these projects."
The strategic plan
DeCenzo
and
hi
Univer~ity

Photo b
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Left to right: Executive Vice Pres/d nt Ed r Dyer, President David DeCenzo and Chief of Staff Darla Dom e-D mon
meet to discuss future plans for Coastal C rolin University.
administration is working on is
being built from the foundation
ceu ha but DeCenzo feels the
campus i in essence starting with
a "clean slate."
The plan outlines what CCU
stands for, where it intends to head
and it provides for accountability
and reporting on how the
institution is making progress on
it plan. It also gives insight into
where the university will be five,
10 and 20 years from now.
Once the plan is in place the
president and his administration
will begin building the structure
around it.
"I think students will notice a
more responsive approach to the
phy ical needs on campus," said
Dyer.
He wants students to see that
the university is spending its
money better and is improving the
life of students in and outside the
classroom. DeCenzo, Dyer and
Domke-Damonte have outlined
three key components of the

university that need the most village." Although it i a fe year
attention in the near future.
away a new student activity cent r
The first is to make Kimbel is a priority for th pre ident.
Students mayal 0 ha e noticed
Library a 24-hour facility.
According to DeCenzo th an effort to fix the par .ng problem
on camp
The
presidential team
Oneo he most pre ident
ha
will be meeting
100
ed
at
hi
with the Horry
impo ant ways
and
County
Higher
resource
[the pas going developed
a
Education
plan to incr e
Committee
to to a
de t
on
parking
solidify the plans
IS
cam us.
which
have
Additionally
already been put add va
DeCenzo·
has
in motion.
de
s.
been invol ed in
The
second
-- UI
sty
discu ion
of
priority for the
adding a ademic
team is the Smith
Execu Ive \!J ce
on
Science Building.
President Edgar majors
camp
oth
They are in the
Dyer
undergraduate
process of getting
and graduate.
approvals
and
As the university continue to
money has been set aside to gut
the building after classes end this develop, students will fa many
significant change on camp
May.
The third component to the
"One of the most important
strategic plan will be to build ways [the plan] is going to afli. t
what DeCenzo calls an "academic students is it's going to add value

e
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New professor shares loves of literature, music
Claire Arambula
Staff Writer
With roots in Okinawa,
Japan, first-year faculty member
Dr. Nozomi Irei brings to
Coastal Carolina University her
passion for English studies, with
the ambition of making students
more aware of literature.
Having lived in Tokyo,
studied in England and traveled
much of Europe, the young
assistant professor is very happy
to be teaching at CCU. Irei came
to the university with hopes of
helping the school grow and was
not only very impressed with
its potential, but also with the
students and facult .
"The [English] department
sounded like it was very on top
of things," explained Irei. "There
was a priority for expanding
the department, and that was

confirmed by the dean and by
others."
!rei had appreciated the
open-mindedness of her new
co-workers, and approved even
more when she guest-taught
Daniel Ennis' drama class on
one of her visits.
"They
[students]
were
not apathetic, and I was very
impressed by the level of interest,
openness and willingness to take
on challenges," said Irei.
Knowing for a long time that
she wanted to be an educator,
Irei is now putting her plans into
practice.
But even more than improving
the writing skills of those she
works with, the new professor's
mind is set on stirring up a
passion within her students.
"I hope to have my students
feel confident to take up a literary
text and read it on their own,"
said Irei. "I want them to read a

book and take a position."
The books that have yet to be
stacked on the bare shelves in her
new office will more than likely
include works by Irei's favorite
authors; Dostoevsky, Melville
and Mishima are only a few of
the famous authors Irei loves.
Of Mishima, Irei said, "I
think he doesn't shy away from
trying to explore what life is.
To him, literature and life are so
intertwined. He goes through any
channel to see what is possible:
poetry, drama, novel form, essay
form, film."
Enjoyment for the young
professor does not only depend
on the books, however. Having
recently visited the coral sands
and clear oceans of home, Irei's
passion for traveling is evident.
"I love driving crosscountry," said Irei. "I've done it
many times."
In addition to her love for

FINANCIAL AID JOB OPPORTUNiTY!

• Do you like children and enjoy working with children?
• Do you enjoy making a difference in a child's life?
• Do you like tutoring children in reading and math?
If you call say ((yes" to the above questions, then you may be interested
in applying for a position with America Reads. The followi1lg is general
infonllation about the position:

1. Pay is $7.00 per hour.
2. You must have transportation.
3. You must be eligible for and have been
awarded College Work Study by the
Financial Aid Office.
Applications are available in the Office
of Financial Aid in Kingston Hall.

If you have any questions,
please contact the
Financial Aid office at

(843) 349-2313
or email our office at

finaid@coastal.edu.

I

Photo by Claire Arambula

Assistant Professor
of English Nozomi
Irei joins the English
department this year.

world music; I'm open to it al1."
Although Irei's ·intere t vary
in similarity, t~ey are the very
essence of who she really is.
With a love for the humanities,
her excitement to get involved
and her insatiable . desire to
share the written word, Irei is
an addition and contributor to
literature and theatrics, Irei's the growth and expan ion of the
taste in music is just about as English department and to CCU
well-rounded as her reading in its entirety.
tendencies.
"I like all sorts of music," she
said. "Jazz, blue, classic rock,

WHAT IF?
1. If you were awarded a Stafford
Loan, but your money ha not
tran 'mitted, you may need to
complete Entrance Loan Counseling
at www.mapping-your-future.org
and/or you may need to complete
the Stafford Ma ter Promissory
Note with your lender. Check with
our office if you are not ure who
your lender is.
2. If you need additional financial
aid beyond your current awards,
such as a ParentlPLUS loan or an
Alternative Student loan, please
visit www.coastal.edu/financialaid
and click on "'Loan Infonnation" to
apply online.
3. If you have not signed up for
the new Direct Deposit with the
Bursar' Office, plea e review www.
coastal.edulbur ar/new.html for
information.
4. If you have a cholarship award,
but your money has not transmitted,
check with our office in case you
need to sign your scholarship
affidavit.

HAVE YOU LOOKED AT
THE FINANCIAL AID
HOME PAGE?
Our home page (www.coastal.
eduljinancialaid) flO ' extensive
information about:
• Cost of Attendance Explanation
• Scholarships
• Forms for Financial Aid
.• Types of Financial Aid
• Frequently A ked Que tion
• Graduate Student Information
• How to Apply for Financial Aid
• Veterans Affairs
• Loan Infonnation
• Updated & New Fin Aid Info

A D MUCH, MUCH MORE!
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SGA bac

l\tleghan lVliller
For The Chanticleer
Helping to ease campus
grOWIng pains at Coastal
Carolina University, the Student
Government A sociation (SGA)
plans to address issues important
to the campus and its expanding
student population during the
2007-2008 chool year.
"SGA's main goal is to
maintain communication between
administration and students
to create the best educational
atmosphere for the entire student
body" said Pre ident Lauren
Brajer. .
According to
Samantha
LeClair, vice pre ident of public
relations of SGA. in the pa t
year the organization ha passed
legislation on i sues such as
parking, traffic patterns, student
memorial and the afety call

•

tudent go ernment. Senator
boxes located across campu .
The organization also played are at the heart of the go 'emment
a ignificant role in reducing because all in 01 ed have th
parking fee and in organizing mo t direct tie to tudent is ue
the College Park Clean- p and opinion .
tradition at CCU.
SGAateeUha beenpas ing
tudent-concerned
legislation
The student-run enate i
optimi tic about what it ca~ smce the e tabli hment of
achieve for eeu in the coming the school. The organization
year. All ideas proposed thi year con ist of four elected officer.,
will fit hand-in-hand with the four ecretarie and 1:\\ 0 faculty
expansion of the campu in order member who over ee the enate.
in
GA repre ent
to accommodate the growing Senator
student population., faculty and tudent organization club and
classes.
campus.
Tho e who are intere ted in
"1 sues that will be explored
this year include the need for getting involved in SGA hould
an impro 'ed student center, contact the ice pre ident of
ean
Clenunen on,
the benefit of eventual Greek policy,
nclenun @coa tal.edu,
hou ing and a re i ed moking at
policy: aid Brajer about the or contact faculty advi er
Pat Singleton-Young or Brett
future plan of SGA.
Brajer i asking tudent who Klein. Meetings are held every
want to have a voice during their Monday at 3 p.m. in th Wall
collegiate experience at ceu Auditorium.
to con ider getting in 01 ed in

FYE class cleans up the
Sophia

ichols

For The Chanticleer
On the morning of Saturday,
Sept. 15, Vicki King-Skinner's
First-Year Experience class took
a trip to Myrtle Beach State
Park to participate in the Annual
Beach Sweep.
The students were determined
that morning to make the park a
cleaner environment the early
morning rain hower did not
stop them.
The class olunteered its

ac

time for about two and a half
hour to pick up tra 'h along
the beach and around the park.
Some of the item collected \\ ere
cigarette butts.
plastic bottles.
gla
bottle,
paper and other
tra h item.
The students
were able to
get to know
one another a
they picked up
tra h and one
tudent' mom

eac

and ha addre ed censor hip and
academic freedom. Som fre hmen
tudents who read the boo before
the Big Read ras canceled ha e
recently been looking for guidance
in continuing the di cus ion of the
text.
"Some fre hmen who alread
r ad the boo want to di us it and
they ha 'en't had that op orturrity.
What e are trying to do i create a
~tudy guide and provide them
ith
r urce~ to help point ut orne
thing in the boo' that the e studen
may not ha
noti ed h n they
er first reading the boo " aid Dr.
Dan Enni • the chair of th English
d partment
By continuing th
tudy of
th boo and it purpo e, the
participa ing fre hmen ha e th
opportunity to di cu the b 0 and
their opinioru about it.
• It bet er to not ha read the
bo
at all than to read it ithout
putting it into context' aid Enni.
The English department i
currently planning a i itation for
Land to di
the boo' and the
topic that are included in hi text.
"Thi would b the time for the
tuden
ho ar till intere ted to
di crn th boo' and to get om

the campu .
Domke-Damonte
an
"encourage . tudent
to
get in 01 ed in th op ortuniti
they ha e to ha e their
heard.
tudent are able to

an ~ ers
Land

continue
among t the Co
and continue t
erne ter an intere ng on .

_
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New era begins for communication department
Meg Duvall
Assistant Editor
As a new department,
communication has an addition
to its faculty. The new chair,
Dr. Steve Madden, brings his
expertise and excitement to the
department.
Madden's goal is to build a
communication department that
is the best in South Carolina
and ranks among the best in the
southeastern U.S.
"As long as students can work
with faculty, I think together we
have the opportunity to build
omething very special," said
Madden. "It excites me."
As a means to his goal,
Maddetl want to hire great
faculty, focus on the needs of
the indu 'try and the students
and be adaptable to the changing
environment.
He feel the current faculty is
"doing a phenomenal job."
It is not only the expertise of
the faculty, but the compassion
they have for what they do that
Madden believe is the reason
for the growing . uccess of the
communication department.
Along with hiring additional

BOOK

ARKS

Ann Hamilton
For The Chanticleer
Climb the tair to Kimbel
Library'
econd floor and
di cover a century's worth of
cinema. The library's media
collection has over 4,000 videos
and DVDs to elect from for both
research and for entertainment.
If entertainment is what
students have in mind, they can
choose from orne of the best
films of the twenty-first century.
Among them is, "Babe," "Little
Children," "History of Violence,"
"Crash," "The Da Vinci Code,"
"The Illusionist" and Tolkien's
"Ring" trilogy.
If students find themselves
rooting for the underdog, indie

faculty, he wants students to be from the University of Southern
able to use what they learn in Missis ippi.
Among hi extensive resume
the classroom in the real world.
With more areas of concentration of teaching experience is al 0
such as health and organizational experience working on research
communication
and
media ships in the Bahama for five
studies, Madden hopes to change years and for NBC covering the
the program in order to better Iditarod Trail led Dog Race in
serve the student .
.
A laska for four year .
Madden enjoy' hard work
"Communication i a dynamic
field. It is full of energy and but he al 0 aid he likes to relax
there is nothing and no where by pending time on the water
we can't go within the field of and he enjoys working in the
communication, "
yard.
The
advice
said Madden.
His hope is to As long as students Madden
want
to
give
tudents
motivate students
can work with
of
regardless
to get involved
faculty, I think
in their tudies
their • major IS
together we have that in order to
and
III
other
ucce ful
areas
around
the opportunity to be
they
need
to
campu . He said
build something
be
focused,
commun ication
very special.
motivated
and
student tend to fit
-Chair of the
they must have
in wherever they
perseverance.
go on campus
Communication
In a field that
which
makes Department, Steve
Madden believe
them successful at
Madden
offer' a pa iQn
being involved.
for learning and
"The quickest
hard work, he
way to success is
wants
student
to "light the fire.
to be involved," said Madden.
Get
excited.
'
He earned hi doctorate in
Press photo
organizational communication
Dr. Steve Madden, the new chair of the communication
with a minor in management
department brings enthusiasm to the major.

Notes

frOITI

tIle Kimbel Library: WIlat the library has to offer

films provide just the thing. In
The Best of Sundance, including _1:Iiili!l1iI1S'lIlI1i'iI'i!lIlQ!
. uch titles as "Clerks" and
"American Splendor," we've
got the best of those "limited
release" films that didn't make it -iCQilllllllld
to local theaters.
Think anime is awesome?
The library has Howl's "Moving
Castle" and "Spirited Away."
Aee
Spanish
classe
the
painless
way.
Hone
comprehension and fluency
via fi 1m. Kimbel Library ha
the largest collection of Latin
American cinema among schools
in the Southeast.
The latest addition is "The Sea finding them.
Inside" starring Javier Bardem.
Studens interested in classic
The library has titles in a world's cinema may want to check out
worth of other languages, as "Citizen Kane" - a film many
well. Ask a librarian for help in critics consider the best movie

ever made. Enjoy the iconic sex
symbol Marilyn Monroe in AFI'
choice as the greatest comedy of
all time, "Some Like It Hot."
Celebrate Halloween early with
Alfred Hitchcock's "Psycho."
Some recent documentarie
have garnered critical acclaim
while making it to the top of the
box office and the Neilson charts.
"Fahrenheit 911," "March of the
Penguins," "Planet Earth" and
"An Inconvenient Truth" are all
available at Kimbel Library.
When writing a paper, think
outside the box. Add a video or
DVD to your list of works cited
materials. Whatever a student's
major, there is a documentary or
novel on film to aid in research.
Select from titles like these:
BobDylan:"NoDirectionHome,"

Andy Warhol: "A Documentary
Film," "Black Holes," "Pul ars"
and '·Other Odd Bodies"; Karl
Rove: "The Architect," "Pride .
and Prejudice" (and everything
Au ten). "The Boys of Silicon
Valley,"
"The
Manhattan
Project," and "Homelessness in
America."
Acces all Media Collection
film Ii ts, including those for
clas ic and Latin American films,
from the Media Collection link:
http://www.coa tal.edu/libraryl
medial.
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SEPT. 5

University Place

Larceny of a chair
The complainant reported to
ceu DPS that bel he saw a
subject remove a chair from
the Burroughs and Chapin
\Vetlands Studies Building. The
complainant gave ceu DP a
de cription of the vehicle. The
incident i being investigated.

GD

SEPT 5
Theft of a ban ner
The complainant reported
to CCU DPS that a
banner belonging to their
organization was stolen after
it wa hung on the Prince
Lawn.

EPT.7
Damaged property
A vehicle' window was
broken by a baseball during
baseball practice in the SS
parking lot.
SEPT. 8

G

Disorderly conduct
During the football game,
a suspect was arre tcd and
taken to jail for disorderly
conduct.

disorderly conduct and
two citations for public
intoxication.
J'I

SEPT. 9

Unlawful weapon,
moving violation
During a routine traffic stop,
a weapon was recovered by
the admittance of the driver.
the driver wa arrested and
taken to jail for unlawful
weapon.
SEPT. II

Breach of peace
EPT.
Possess·on of beer
by minor, disorderly
conduct
While on bike patrol
during tailgating, seventeen
citations were issued for
possession of beer by
minor, one citation for

Public Safety was dispatched
to handle ro :vdy tudents
in the campu donn area.
The students were told to
retreat to room and maintain
appropriate noise level or
they would be subject to
citation" and/or arrested.

CAMPUS ANNOUNCEMENTS
} CCU THEATER
CCU Theater Production will
be playing "Comedy of Errors,"
directed by Steve Earnest on
Oct. 3 - 7. It will take place in
the Edwards Courtyard.
General admission is $12
for adults, $8 for seniors and
alumni. Faculty and staff
admission is $6 and tudents are
free with valid CCU ID.

>

Compiled by Meg Duvall

SEPT. 12

G

Possession with intent
to distribute
Police officers responded
to a complaint that reported
hearing the ~ ound of possible
firework . Upon arrival,
officers approached two
individuals and asked if
they were the one lighting
fireworks and both admitted
guilt. When officers held
the suspects in investigative
detention and earched an

officer found a green leafy
sub tance in the pocket of the
panu of one of the per ons,
after which the u pect
admitted they had more
in their dorm room. When
taken there by police they
were given permission to
search the donn where largc
quantities of the ubstancc
were recovered. The other
suspect's room wa earched
and more fireworks were
recovered. The fir ·t suspect
wa arre ted and transported
to jail for pos ession with
intent to di tribute.

So you can be in the know. too!

STAR EVENTS
Race for the Cure is on Oct.
20 in Charleston. Students
can register online at www.
komenlowcountry.org under
CCU S.T.A.R. The cost i a
$20 donation. Student· who are
unable to participate can still
'upport the cau e by donating to
the STAR office in the Student
Center, Room 206F or at the
Cultural Celebration on Sept. 25.

>

PEE DEE ACADEMY

Pee Dee Academy Homecoming
is Oct.12 and all former
homecoming queen: are asked
to be pre 'ent at 7 p.m. The game
start· at 7:30 p.m. The Pee Dee
Academy Alumni A .ociation
is ho ting a reunion for all
graduating cIa e on Saturday,
Oct. 13 beginning at noon with
an informal cookout. For more
information, contact the school
at 423-1771.

) PERFORMANCE
"The Capitol Steps" will be
performed in Wheelwright
Auditorium on Thur. day, 0 t. 4
at 7:30 p.m. Admi 'sion i. 30 for
the fir. t floor and balcony section
I, $25 for the fir. t floor and
balcony section II. Student\) 18
and under receive a $5 discount.

EWS
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What it means 0 be
Greek· life at Coasta
Becca Filler
Sta.ff Writer
Many
time
the
Greek
community may recei e a negative
rapport. They are publicized a
always having a good time, whether
it be partying, indulging in sinful
acts or mi treating other . Tele 'ision
show like "Greek" and movie like
"Animal House" may be misleading
people as to what Greek life is really
about.
Positive benefits that can result
from joining Greek life are the
networking
opportumtIes
that
become available, the gain of a
second family of brothers and sister
and it helps students enhance their
collegiate development in order to
mature into succes ful adults.
Coastal Carolina Uni ersity
has l7 different fraternities and
sororities· they are divided into three
eparate national organizations:
Interfraternity Council (IFC) for
fraternitie, 1 ational Panhellenic
Council (NPC) for sororities and
the National Pan-Hellenic Council
(NPHC) which typically consi -ts
of African American and minority
fraternities and sororities.
All ' fraternities and ororitie
have different requirement and
procedure for tudent who are
interested in going Greek. Each
organization ha due that need to be
paid, but they vary according to each
national as ociation.
Also, many Greeks on campus
participate in any number of
community ervice events uch a
Adopt a Highway, mentoring and

•

volunteering for national nonprofit
organizations.
Every pledging proce.
i
different 0 tho'e '\ ho are intere ted
should try to attain more information.
Fall erne ter ru h event are 0 er.
but tho e \ 'ho are till intere -ted
in joining a Greek organization
should contact the coordinator- for
information about pring ru"h.
If interested in rushing CCU
fraternities, contact Matt Hickey at
mrhickey@coa tal.edu. If orority
life has sparked an interest, then
contactLauraRiehlat1criehl@coatal.
edu for recruitment infofInation.
If looking for in 01 ement in the
NPHC, contact Willie Lee at'\ alee@
coastal.edu for intake information.
For more information on Greek life
and how to get involved, call Tra i
Overton at ( 43) 349-2311~or e-mail
him at toverton@coa ta1.edu.

Please see page 13 for a
related story.

• Alpha Delta Pi
• Alpha Kappa Alpha

Sorority, Inc.
• Delta Sigma Theta

Sorority, Inc.
• Gamma Phi Beta
Phi Sigma Sigma
• Sigma Gamma Rho

Sorority, Inc.
• Sigma Sigma Sigma
• Zeta Phi Beta Sorority,
In-.
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yourself

Which is better: Going to the pool or going to the beach?

The crystal clear waters
There are no currents. and
of a pool are preferable to the
especially no rip currents, so
salty, organic -tained ocean
you have no fears of being
any day.
drug out to sea. And pools are
Feel free to walk along
both indoor and outdoor so the
the bottom of a pool without
fun L year round no matter the
worrying about stepping on a
weather.
sharp hell or getting pinched
Pools offer both activities
by a crab you got too clo e
and amenities. There are
locker room with showers
to. Shark are not a factor in
a pool. either.
Amanda Kelley and bathrooms, and most
No matter how deep Photo Editorll¥riter pool
have
concession
you swim. the bottom of the
stations that sell drinks and
pool and your feet can always be seen. food. Often pools also offer swimming
Pools f!lust follow Department of Health Ie sons or water aerobics along with all
and Environmental Control (DHEC) the swim sports - wim teams, water polo
tandard., and the chemical level can team and diving team .
ea. ily be checked.
Even those who go to the beach to get a
Some pooL have extra activities, like tan can use the convenient poolside lounge
diving boards or even slides; others can chairs to get all the sun they want.
even imitate the ocean with a wave pool
Pools are :afer, cleaner and provide so
that ha ' all the fun of wave riding without much more than sand, sun and surf. Most
getting sea 'alt in your hair and mouth.
people live much closer to a neighborhood
In the pool or the ocean, you can go pool than they do the ocean so you get
for a wim and get exercise, but in the pool convenient fun. For the e reasons the pool
you'll know exactly how far you've gone. is a solid election any time of year.

that could lull anyone to leep
Sit back, relax and imagine
a cool breeze against your
and let you become one with
body, warm sand between
the motion of the ocean.
your toes and the smell of
Next, there's the. and that
salty air. Take in a breath as
give you an endle.. amount
you begin to hear the sound of
of po . ibilitie ·fo creativity.
waves crashing on the shore
You can b~ild a andca. tie,
and the faint call of a seagull.
sand creature or e en bury an
This feeling of utter happiness
un:u pecting ictim.
can only be met at onoe place:
Then there are the cla. ic
a beautiful andy beach.
Ashley Stevens beach game Ii e beach
A ummertime rolls to a
volleybalL Bocce Ball or
Staff Writer
close and we all long to get
really any game that require
in that last little bit of sunshine. we are some type of ball.
presented with two aquatic option , the
And la t, but certainly not least, there
breathtaking ocean
is the pectacular vie\ . Where el e can
and warm and, or a chlorine-filled pool you get to ee a beautiful beach. but at the
with hot concrete. As a self-proclaimed beach?
"beach bum," the choice is obvious for me.
So when making your deci ion of
Why spend time at a man-made creation driving to the beach or heading to the
looking at other people too lazy to take a pool, a k your 'elf; did I come to Coa. tal
drive to the beach, when you can bask in Carolina Univer ity (which happen to b'e
the un looking at the vast blue sea?
located Ie than 30 minute away from
Fir t and most importantly, the beach the beach) to chill by the pool or go to
ha an ocean, which has waves. Waves the beach? The an wer i: an ea y one: the
that you can body surf, boogie board and 'andy hores of Myrtle Beach.
surf on. The waves create a soothing sound

HARTY /tEfSER

30MINvtT6S
LAT6RAND
6NOvtC;t-t TRAFFIC
ON t-tWY 501. TO
DRIV6 YOvtl NSAN6 ... n-t€ POOL
MAy t-tAV6'B.66N A
'B.6TTeR.ID6A.
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I Sex: Making the
decision

William Chauncey
Adl'ice Columnist
A young woman decide to
attend a local college party. She
figure's this is a good wa' to meet
some people and fit in wtih her
peer~. She arrive~ at the party
full of nerve.. and Wl ure what
to expect. She ha been to partie
before, but never a party like this.
As she enter the ~mall house
her nerve begin to hoot all
through her bod TIlere is barely
room to stand. People are packed
in each room: they nudge their
way through each other with a
grace that makes it eem a if the
whole bouse i dancing.
Unsure of what to do, the
young woman stand \ ith a crowd
around two giant keg . A young
man offers her a beer, and she
accepts. She believes this will be
able to IbO en up her nerve .
While ipping her beer, the
young woman looks around the
room. She see men and women
everywhere
downing
rna'
amounts of alcohol, laughing and
seemingly enjoying themselve.
She feels thi is what the party
mu t be all about.
She fini he her fir t beer and
quickly start on another, then
another, then another. Quicker than
she can think the young woman is
stumbling all over the hou. e.
She accidentally bump into
the same young man \: ho poured
her the first beer that began this
binge. She apologize and they
begin to talk. The man knows she
i beyond can ciou ne ,and he
a ks if she'd like to go back to hi.
place. She agrees and they leave.
The next morning, the young
woman wakes up. Her mind is
scrambled and she is naked. Unsure
of her surroundings, she take a
J

•

: Need some advice but don't know
: where to turn? Look no further than The
: Chanticleer. Submit your questions or
tlIIilI\I_ _. .~1 concerns (anonymously if you prefer)
: to chanticleer@coastal.edu. Advice and
mature
: support will be given from student advice
: columnist William Chauncey.

EXPERT
__
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quick look around. Nothing looks
familiar to her~ not even the man
who lie be ide her. al a naked.
While he is still uncertain of" 'hat
happened the night before, it doe'
not take her long to figure it out.
When he arrive at school
later in the day her friends a k her
, hat he did the night before. She
proudly boa ts of her unconsciou
lustful night with a man he can't
remember. While out ide she i
boasting and proud, on .the inside
she feel hollm' and alone.
This type of thing occur often
on college campuse nariom'ide.
I do not ant to condemn anyone
for action they rna take at
a party. What I do , ant to do
is make everyone, e pe jally
women, aware that they are orth
much more than thi .
Whether the e action
ccur
due to a 10 self-e.'teem, a de ire
to fit in or ju t the feeling that thi
i . what college is suppa ed to be
all about, I feel that there are not
enough college tudent tanding
up and sharing their feeling ~ on
such a topic. We are all worth
more than thi .
We should not be treating
oursel es with such iU contempt.
This L not what college i all
about. Parties can be fun. and I
would never ay that we a college
tudents don't need a release
from the stres of work, but we
must be trong enough to et our
limit . Should we decide to alIo '
our el'e to be intoxicated , e
hould al a allow our el e not to
get to a point where we can't make
rational decisions.
For all the women reading
the e word I tell you thi in
the incere t of honestie , you
are worth 0 much more than a
drunken night of lu tful ex. Each
and e ery one of you de erve to
be treated with the utmo t re peet.
There is never a time that you
de erve to be treated merely a a
lustful toy.
While the line behveen love
and lust i often hard to find.
at lea tallow yoursel e to be

LIKE IT OR NOT

he ed-to'
CCU park

can cious and of the right ~ tate of
mind to make that determination.
Mo
men, but not all
'U
have x with a woman who is
promiscuous and drunk but no
man will e er re pe t that type of
woman. Respect yoursel e , and
don't allow your b d to be u ed
in uch a way. Yi u do not de erve
it.
F or all the men. do not treat
women thi way. Many guy
don t think too clearly. They ee
a woman. -he eem intere ed,
and so he mu 1 be, right? Thi
i simply not true. Women are
complex people. Men hould all
know thi by now.
omen may be omplicated
and th may get on me ' nerve
at time but men rou, t not alIo"
them el e 10 take advantage of a
woman e pecially tho e ho can
not make de i ion for themsel e
due to intoxication. The typ of
guys who do thi are merel~ eak
and afraid. They may al a be
fighting " ith 'e1f-e teem i ue.
or trying to find a way to fit in as
well.
What
tudent
mu t all
under tand i ~ that the e a tion' are
not the orrect way to fit in with
the crowd. The true way to fit in
is to be yourselve . Join different
club and organization on campus
that fit your intere t . There will
certainly be people there who are
ju t like you.
It i not wrong to attend partie
and enjoy one' elf. The majority
of allege tud nts g to partie .
thi i no ~e ret but the mart one

care of them elve .
We must all re pect ur el e..
ano allO\ our el e the ability t
make proper choice . For without
thi' ability we are nothing. 'e
can't impro e our live without
fir t ha ing a clear mind to do . o.
You are all worth much more
than orne rna... think. Ignore their
of(i~, and belie e that you are
important and you de erv to feel
and be happy.

e 'erci e

orse. D
di ren .

I
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"The Everyday School Duel"

The same predicament repeated this morning
I parked on the grass and got written a 'Warning'
Ifl do it again they'll give me a ticket
I'd love to tell them just where they can stick it

I got there early and put up a fight
But still no spots came into my sight

Our parkmg pas es cost 25 bucks
Yet finding a spot you have no such luck

I drove all around, wasting my gas
In fear that I'd be late for my class

So you waste all your time just driving around
But no open spots shall ever be found

I finally gave up and did something I hate
Using those 'parking-Iot-stalker-like-traits'
I potted thi one random sou] who wa walking
I did a U-turn and tarted my stalking

Shyly J a ked him if he would be leaving
His ans ver of "Yes ' was very relieving

And you get marked as "Ab ent" in class iflate
Hence there's no winning----a fight which I hate!

EDITOR'S

OTE

Chrissi Jahrling is a CCU
stUdent who enjoys writing
poems about campus life.

Fire your stock broker: How to
pick great stocks on your own

Grant Bro\vn
Business Writer
Inve ting in the stock market can be an
exciting and equally daunting task. Many
people are lured in by the potential gains,
and others appalled by the dramatic losses
other investors have experienced in the
past. Choosing whether or not to participate
usually takes seriou consideration.
No matter how small someone's
appetite for ri k, choosing to invest in the
stock market may prove to be one of the
best decisions orne one will ever make.
According to Standard & Poors, a
firm that colJects data on the market, the
average return of the S&P 500 (the finn's
performance gauge for the U.S. stock
market) over the past 80 years wa 10.5
percent per year. In context, a 10.5 percent
rate of return would cau e a lump sum
of cash to grow twice as fast as the most
competitive savings account on the market
today.

The Democratic party

Just in time I made it to class
But only becau e I hauled major ass

Wednesday morning I got into a duel
Versus the parking lot at our school

I crept up behind him, following slow
I wasn't about to let this one go

This is what you have to say about ...

Thankful I pulled in, parking my car
Then hauled across campus, running afar

This is dedicated to any CCU student who
has to drive to school and put up with the
bamboozled parking mes every morning!

Sept. 24 - Oct. 7, 2007

What's the catch to earning a return
of 10.5 percent or higher? The answer is
picking great stocks.
As imple as that task may sound, mo t
people do not succeed in picking great
tocks. According to The Motley Fool, a
Web site that promotes inve tor education,
around 75 percent of mutual fund managers
fail to beat the S&P 500 on an annual basis.
Yet for those who feel brave enough to pick
their own stocks, a few simple rule will
help.
- First, buy stocks in companies that
have a business model that is simple and
realistic. Slmply put, before placing the
order, figure out how the company makes
money.
- Second, buy stocks that are on sale.
A stock's price-to-earnings ratio i a great
indicator of how cheap or expensive a
stock really is. One with a ratio below 25 is
usually a good buy.
- Third, buy stock in companie that till
have room to grow. A stock with a low pnceto-earnings ratio will hold its value, but
continuous growth is what makes the price
rise. A five-year growth rate of 15 percent
per year is usually deemed attractive.
It is unlikely that the e three rules will
tum someone into the next Warren Buffett,
but they are definitely a good starting point
for investor education. So tum on CNBC or
pall up Yahoo! Finance and retire early_

down to.
But, we give to the candidates
that do not take money from the
corrupt, and con ider the American
people their special interest. That
will end thi war, that will bring our
troops home, that will pro ecute
the corrupt. That will protect
our border . that will re 'pond to
Americans' need .
That being. a campaign of
Obama and Edward .
If \ve don't get that ticket, we do
not give, we do not teo We trust no
one else to take our country back.
Honor, integrity,'"true moral value.
and an agenda for America that \ 'ill
bring respect back internationally.
That will make every attempt to
fulfill the mandate of HIe American
people.
Anything or anyone el e i ju t
more of the same.

Money is a very important
commodity, we have given and
given in support of the Democratic
party.
We gave enough to regain
control of congress 2006 c1ectipn •
that came with a well known
mandate. A mandate to end the war,
end the corruption in government.
to reform the campaigns and to
prosecute the war crime .
Now you continue to ask for
more money, while you do not do
the job paid for in advance. ow
corporate money. foreign lobbie'
and organized crime influences you
all more, thus our mandate goes
unfulfilled.
Please, don't ask for more. until
the job we paid for and voted for is
done. Yes, we the people still give;
yet we may not have the influence
of special interest you all bow Ronald L. Waldron

"I FAILED A FEW TESTS ... "

'ARRESTED?
DUI DRUGS ASSAULTS
FELONIES MISDEMEANORS TRAFFIC
ALCOHOL OFFENSES SERIOUS INJURYCASES
o matter how far away from home you rna 'be,
help ti just a call away. We under tand
the special needs and concern
involved when coBege students find
their futures in jeopardy.

THE SUTTON LAW FIRM, PC
AITORNEY ROBERT M. SUTTO
843-626-0708
Suite 405, Myrtle Offices, Myrtle Beach
T

TRUSTED ADVICE AT A REASONABLE PRICE SI CE 1995

\\'\v2.coastal.edu/chanticleer
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See the \Nhole lp icture
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Female students often feel they have to act promiscuously in order to be accepted.

CCU males s ea o tab
•
promise o s fe aes
- - - - - - - - - - - - boost. However, thi conduct
Elizabeth Freudiger
forms a negative reputation, and
____S_t_afj_lf_WJ_rl_·te_'_'____ ultimately enforces low selfesteem instead of elevating it.
While female student may
"I woke up at three o'clock
in the morning next to this guy, brag about their sexual e capade,
and 1 couldn't find my clothes," it doesn't neces arily mean they
loudly exclaimed a female feel proud of them el e on the
inside, said Ca idy.
student in the Student Center.
Some female students have
Student' remarks declaring
and de cribing sexual behavior ugge ted or admitted that being
are often made all around habitually promi cuou i a
campus. Many students are beha ioral trap that i hard to
aware of the physical danger' e cape.
Some
fre hm n
and
of promi cuity, uch as sexually
may
become
transmitted diseases (STD ), but sophomore
the psychological and emotional promi cuou due to the common
effect of this kind of behavior mi conception that guy willlike
them. However, some of the e
are often overlooked.
"r knew a girl who wanted female student aid they later
to sleep with as many people as came to release the negative
possible but cried when people con equence of thi beha ior,
didn't re pect her and when yet continue it out of low elfguys didn't want to date her," e teem and/or loneline .
\\'hen asked what h thinks
said senior Bobbi Rock.
of
girl who are promi cuou,
According to Director of
fre
hman
Shane
Belanger
COWl eling Services. Jennie
de
cribed
them
a
'Traaaaaa
h."
Cassidy, female students who
Belanger
al
0
stated
'Girl
practice promiscuity often have
emotional i ues to begin with, that dres like whore and act like
and behave in thi fashion for whore get treated like whore ."
Male students claimed they
attention or for a self-esteem

will socialize and drink with
.
overtly sexual female at partIe ,
but never take them eriously or
date them.
Both male and female tuden
aid male tudent looking for
committed relation hip don t
get romantically invol ed with
female
tudent
they deem
"'slut."
"I think they're just trying
to fit in, but they're really just
belittling them. e1 e. I stay
away from them becam e they're
trouble:'
aid junior David
Weber.
Students along with Cas idy,
contend that xual embracement
leads to the illu ion of
acceptance but in reality cause
female tudents to be 0 tracized
and called a ho t of derogatory
names.
Many believe th media i
a factor that has 10 ered ocial
moral. Show uch a "Sex and
the City' and hit ong uch
. Promi uou' by ell Furtado
and Timbaland glamorize and
L

>See Promi

cuity pag 19

organization pre ent on camp
ha i own ·'room.' 0 ert n ha
already begun to make an impact
on CC ' Gree lifi with orne
change and facilitation.
A
an acti e member of
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
Incorporated 0 erton i educated
on the way ationa1 Pan-Hellenic
organizations operate. Howe er
he a1 0 demon trate kno ledg
of
ational Panh llenic and
Interfraterni Council.
• Thi man kno
hi stuff."
aid Tyrone Murphy a m mb r
of Kappa Alpha P'i Fraternity
Incorporated. 'It' go d to ha e
omeone in pIa e who i both
e 'cited and e tremel capable of
helping u [Gree'] get to h re
we want to b at Co tal.'
On concern rith Gre
life
that eern to b prevalent among
th Greek community i the ay
Gree life is percei d by fa ulty
and non- ree .
ith the confu ion urr unding
th once mandatory read 'Goat: A
Memoir: Gree'
ant to impro
th ir imag by ho ca ing hat
Greek life i. eally a ut. 0 erton
e .-plained that r e liii i
.. trong a e ment p ri d
fo u e on her mem rant
Gree life to b .
A Gree lead r hip team made
up of three entitie i a ne m del
that allo
concerns from lDultiple
iewpoints to be heard. The ennne
include: the pre idents of the
three council the Gree board of
pre iden and Gree ' fo u gro p
that are compri ed of Gree ,
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'Comedy of Errors' first play to be performed outdoors
Kimberly Daniels
Staff Writer
The Edwards Courtyard wi1l
re 'ound with the words of William
Shake peare as Coastal Carolina
University's production of 'The
Comedy of Errors" takes place from
Oct. 3 through Oct. 7.
'The Comedy of Errors" is a
farcical play written by William
Shakespeare and directed by Dr.
Steve Earnest. The comedy is based
on the tale of two sets of identical
twins. These twin, separated at
an early age during a shipwreck,
unknowingly ero s each other's path
in the city of Ephesu .
Meanwhile, two sisters become
involved in the mix, falling in love
with these men but h ve a difficulty
deciphering who's who.
Thi piece exhibit<; mistaken
identity, which leads to wrongful
accusation and actions.
Earne t aid he chose thi play
because it is one of the earliest, mo t

accessible pieces by Shakespeare.
He also feels he knows it well
enough to put this on the main stage
for CCU being that he has performed
thi particular piece twice as a
profes ional actor.
This will be the first time the
theater department will use the
Edwards Courtyard as a main tage
performance setting.
Earne t has always felt that
CCU should have an outdoor theater
and aid that, "because many of
Shakespeare's works were originally
staged in outdoor Elizabethan public
theatres, I thought that it would be
fun to reconstruct uch a pace on
campus and present Shake pearean
theatre . similar to how it was
originally presented."
In performing "The Comedy of
Errors" outside, it does however,
impose some challenge on the
actors.
Frances Farrar, a senior musical
theater major, plays the role of
Nell who is in love with one of
the identical twins, Dromio. She

explained how exciting it is for the
department to work in a new space;
however, it calls for inten e vocal
training in order to project their
voices in an outside setting without
the use of microphones.
Brittany Kelly, a junior musical
theater major, performs the character
of the exorcist, Dr. Pinch. Outside
of the intense portions of rehearsal ,
he doe enjoy the cast and watching
them work.
"My favorite part about rehearsal
is watching the other actors," said
Kelly.
"Each night they come up with
different ways of making the scenes
funnier than before."
Earnest said that thi piece i
light and dramatically horter than
others of Shakespeare, which helps
the play to be understandable to just
about anyone.
'Thi. i a great opportunity for
students and audience members
alike to appreciate the work of
Shakespeare," said Earnest.

Press photo

Left to right: Amelia Hammond, Jordan Alcoba, Kirk Johnson and Matt
James are in the CCU production of Shakespeare's "Comedy of Errors"
that opens on Oct. 3 in the Edwards Courtyard.
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Depression among college .
students is not a very
cheerfu.1 to ic
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Students'stress can often lead to students feeling' depressed.

Jonathan Glass
For The Chanticleer
Depre ion
i
a
common
e. perience - mo·t people ha e had
an encounter \\ ith depre. ion in their
lifetime. It doe not necessarily mean
a per on is going "crazy." Rather. it i '
often a normal and expected re pon e
to life's change, los. es. difficultie
upsets and urpri e .
Being unable to rid one elf of thi
feeling for week and month i a real
drag a , ; ell a a cause for concern.
Also, depre ion may interfere
with one' social and academic
functioning. Coun:elor' refer to thi
W' a major de pre "ive epi. ode. Often.
if left untreated, a e ere epi ode of
depre. ion may re ult in elf harm
or suicide (the number two cau. e of
death among college student ).
College :tudents are often
faced with llumerou. stre. or that
may increa, e the likelihood of a
depres -ive epL ode. The e include
greater academic demand. being
in a new environment increa ed
respon. ibilitie, change in ,ocial
network and awareness of exual
identity and orientation.
Symptom' of depression may
include fatigue, frequent adne s,
crying,
anxiety,
hopele . ne. s
helplessne " suicidal ideation., an
inability to experience plea ure, poor
elf-e teem, a negative brooding
outlook, an inability to laugh
di turbance in leep, di. turban e in
appetite and a 10' of exual de ire.
Depre, ed individual are often
unable to motivate them el e to
engage in activitie that pro ide them
with pleasure. In addition. they are

frequently unable to identify acti itie
that they enjoy a \ ell.
Depre ionmu tbetaken eriou ly
- particularly when the individual
i at increa 'ed ri k of uicide. Often
uicidal talk i. "hat i tefmed "a cry
for help" and it i recommended that
indi idual. eek profe . ional help if
these per i. t.
Why do people get depre ed?
It has been . ugge ted that
depre ion rna have a biological
ba i . Some e idence has ugge ted
that it i relat d to 1m level
of neurotran mitter
uch a.
norepinepherine. P. ychoanaly t refer
to depre' ion a' a con equence of
repres ed anger. It has been ugge ted
that depre ion offer individual
. econdary gain - an excu e to
e. cape from respon ibility and obtain
ympatby and uppon.
Other theorist have de cribed
depres. ion a a con equence of
learned helpJcs ne. - the belief
that one L helple... of functioning
effectively in ituation one L. in
reality full capable.
Abraham M 1m, a humani tic
p ychologi t, de cribed depre .on a
a deficit in one' .= ability to di 0 er and
pur ue one'~ talent. and potentialitie..
The exi -tential p ·ychologi. t " on the
other hand ugge ,t that depre sion j
a re pon e to the lone line i olation
and fru. tration of life.
utritional factor uch a' a diet
high in refined ugars may contribute
to dcpre ion. AI 0 alcohol and other
illicit drug u e may oft n e acerbate
feeling of depre ion followin a
limited experience of a "high" or

:> See Depre sion page 19
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CD review: Rooney is
calling the world'
back half of the album is a little
more grown up with a mixture
of classic ballads with troubled
relationships.
"Believe in Me" is the typical
hopeful ballad that plead "if you
believe in fate, in de tiny, then
open your eyes and believe in
me."
The band's downfall is in the
repetitiveness of the lyrics. They
swapped fewer verses for more
hooks and choruses that follow
a pattern. This leaves the songs
Amanda Kelley
almost predictable, which is great
Photo Editor/Writer
for easy listening, but if left to
play too long, is danger of boring
Ro ney uccessfully avoided the listener.
the pical sophomore slump with
Bottom line, the album is an
the ~ econd album for Geffen easy listen hit, but not a classic.
Records, "Calling the World."
The album, released July 17, has
a ound that bounces from popular The band:
radio-ready alternative rock to surf
with just a little bit of dance in it; Robert Carmine: Lead
it's an unusJ.lal combination that vocals, guitar
Taylor Locke: Guitar,
undoubtedly works.
The five men of Rooney have vocals
created very catchy album that is Matt Winter: Bass guitar
reminiscent but mature compared Louie Stephens:
to their self-titled debut that Keyboards, percussion
Ned Brower: Drums,
released in 2004.
vocals
The 12-song album opens
with the title track followed by
the fir t single, "When Did Your Track listing:
Heart Go Missing?" The single 1. "Calling the World"
is energetic even though the 2. "When Did Your
lyrics "I'm waiting, waiting for
Heart Go Missing?"
nothing! you're leav·mg, leaving 3. "I Should've Been
me hanging! when did your heart
After You"
go missing?" aren't too positive. 4. "Tell Me Soon"
The repetiton of words, however, 5. "Don't Come Around
seems to duplicate the idea behind
Again"
the hit "Shakin '" from their fir t 6. "Are You Afraid?"
7. "Love Me or Leave
CD.
Me"
_
Track three, "I Should've Been
After You," is easily' the catchiest 8. "Paralyzed"
song on the CD with a sound 9. "What For"
similar to classic rock's Queen; 1O. "All In Your Head"
bouncy enough to compare to 11. "Believe In Me"
"Bohemian Rhapsody," with 12. "Help Me Find A Way"
background harmonies.
The first six songs are easily
radio-ready singles, but the

What would you do to fix he
parking problem on cam us?

n

rr n

junior, biology
major:
"Maybe
freshmen
shouldn't have
cars on campus."

senior, resort
tourism ajor:
"Build a par ring
garage. There i
really no Inore room. the only
way to go is up.'

4

reshman,
music major:
"Improve the
bu sy tern;
many people
don't u e it
because it's not reliable."

C

Y

sophomore;
music major:
"Faculty hould
have one
~esignated lot,
not certain spots
in each lot."

r
sophomore,
undeclared
major:
"Organize
overflow
parking by
painting lines that way more
cars can fit."

music major:
"Color code
parking spots
by year, placi g
uppercla smen closer to
the buildings."

Tea and Ethics seminar sta ts
semester with severa f·rs s
to the bathroom, I'm going back
in."
The location was also a first
for Tea and Ethics.
ormally
on-campus pre entation ha e
been et in the Edward building
in classrooms to better equip the
audience with a platform for their
teacup. The Wall Auditorium
wa used for this seminar becau e
McCull ugh knew the topic and
the presenter combined \\ a going
to draw a bigger crowd.
She was right.
"Thi. was the biggest turnout
we' e seen yet," McCullough
said. "Over 200 seats were
filled:'
There was one down ide
to the location being the Wall
Auditorium - no food or drinks
allowed inside. The tradition of
tea and cookie had to be delayed
until after the pre entation wa
fini hed, but gave the audience
a chance to mingle and further
di cus the i ue at hand.
Al 0 different from other
Tea and Ethics that ha e been
held in the past was the 010
pre entation. Collin ga 'e his
presentation
unaccompanied;
previous seminars ha 'e included

two profe or
who
offer d·tferent iew on
Editor-in-Chief
a particular i ue.
Topi
in the past
have
included
the
The first Tea and Ethics of the
etl,ic
of
the
\Val-Mart
fall semester captured many firsts
cOIporation, pandemic
for this relatIvely young series
ethic and the local
on Coastal Carolina Univer ity's
C n equences of global
campus.
immigration.
The pre entation titled "Am I
tudents eem d to
To Blame'? Ethic on the War in the
enjoy the pre entation
Middle East" given by Dr. Richard
and acknowledged that
Collin was the first Tea and Ethic
oUin laid out a fair
to extend beyond it scheduled
. argument.
time. The hour-long event began
"[The pre. entation]
promptly at 4:30 p.m. on Sept.
was very in piring. The
18, yet at 5:30 p.m .. the DirectOl
. que tion the audience
of the Jackson Center for Ethics
a ked
brought out
and Values, Claudia McCulJough,
[Collin]
point more.
announced that although time was
He didn't really ta 'e
up, the audience was more than
~ides, he just pre ented
welcome to stay and continue the
the issue" said Zeb
discu sion. The majority of the
Brown. a junior and
audience decided to do just that
a
current
Jack on " '
and stayed in the Wall Auditorium
Scholar.
until 6 p.m.
The audience which was filled
One student did get out of
with student
faculty, alumni
his seat to leave the auditorium
and member of the community,
at 5:30 p.m. but when he was
appreciated Collin' pre entation
offered a chedde of the Jackson
and applauded him mid- peech
Center's later event that IS given
when he said, "Those who roted
to the audience members a they
for the V-lar Po er Re olu ion
leave, he said, 'Tm just going
of 2002 need to be 'oted out of
office the next time 'e have the
chance to vote.
Other agreed with hat he
had to say but till had opinions
of their own.
"He [Collin] covered all the
areas [of the issue] but I don't
think there i one person you
can point the finger to a being
morally responsible [for the war
in lraq)." said Andy Kruger an
alumnus.
Collin acknowledged that no
one person i to blame for the ar
in Iraq and po ed the que tion that
if someone icon inced that the
war is unethical, then that person
has a moral obligation to do
something about it.
''You need to find out what is
going on," he aid. "Decide what
you want to happen and then let the
Photo by Caroline P. Smith
government know how you feel.
Dr. Richard Collin presented at the Tea and Ethics
Get braver, reach out to others to
seminar on Sept. 18. The event will repeat at the
establish common views."
Waccamaw Higher Education Center on Sept 25 at 6 p.m.

Caroline P. Smith
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Mixing it up: A mix CD just for your listenin.g pleasure
Chuck Plunkett
Entertainment Writer
Here is the second installment
of Mixing it up. I hope some of
you enjoyed the first CD and are
looking forward to what I put on
this one:
1. Perpetual Groove - 'Three
Weeks '
2. Discover America - "Green
Eyes"
3. The Format - "Oceans"
4. Cobra Starship - "Bring It
(Snakes on a Plane)"
5. Afu-Ra - "God of Rap"
6. Minus The Bear - "Let's Play
Clowns"
7. AZ - "Still Alive"
8. Billy Talent - "Line and Sinker"
9. Cardigans - "My Favorite
Game"
10. Bright Eyes - "First Day of
My Life"
11. Daphne Loves Derby I

"Hammers and Hearts"
12. Amy Winehouse - "Tears Dry
on Their Own"
13. The Music - "I Need Love"
14. Mae - "Someone Else's Arms"
15. Damien Rice - "Cannonball"
16. Frou Frou - "Let Go"
Done by 'jam band' Perpetual
Groove, "Three Weeks" is a long
one at 9: 16, but if you listen to it, I
guarantee you will feel better after
you do, no matter what mood you
were in.
Next is a song by a smaller
group, Discover America whom 1
found out about through Myspace.
com. It's just something completely
different and hard to explain, but
works at the same time.
"Oceans" is a pop rock hit, that
hasn't quite been, well, hit. It's one
that is sure to get you singing along
and dancing around in the car.
Cobra Starship and other bands
on the Fueled by Ramen label

,.,

.2

comprised the "Snakes On a Plane"
soundtrack, this next song being
on it. Definitely a straight dance
rock song, it is catchy and features
Travis of Gym Class Heroe .
Afu-Ra I found through a
skate park and loved it. It has a
strong hip-hop sound that will still
manage to get you up and moving.
"Let's Play Clowns' is a song
that comes from a group with an
indie rock sound that has many
different levels but flows together
very well. I caught them being
advertised on MTV the other day,
so be on the lookout for them,
and give them a listen if you're
watching Laguna Beach or Life of
Ryan.
A club hit with great lyrics,
and a talented emcee in AZ are
the aspects that comprise the song
"Still Alive." With a hype beat and
intense lyrics, it will be sure to
wake you up.

Following "Still Alive" is
probably one of the hardest rock
songs that you'll see me put on
here. I love this song and his voice;
something about it just works.
"My Favorite Game" is a song I
always feel cool listening to. Again,
it's just something really different,
and the almost unexpected female
voice fits perfectly with the back
track.
"Bright Eyes" comes through
with a rougher sound I think
listeners either like or don't. This
is one of his more polished song
that I am ure many people will
like.
Daphne Loves Derby is the
band that to me embodies 'emo.'
The lyrics are incredibly emo at
times, but it's catchy and capture
who they are as a band.
Amy Winehouse's "Tears Dry
On Their Own" - by now, mostly
everyone has heard of her, but I

.1
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1. Learning Assistance Center
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America
5. Wall
6. Coastal Carolina University
Police Department
8. President
9. Freshman requirement (2 wds.)
10. Student Center
11. On campus coffee shop
12. Kimbel _ __
13.
Hall
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2. Mascot
3. Art magazine
5. Foreign Language building
7. Largest major on campus
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By John
Kroes
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think it's a great sorig.
English rockers, The Music,
with a dance rock and an almo t
techno sound at times deliver one
of my favorite heavy hitter with
the CD, "I Need Love."
"Someone Else's Arm 'is one
of my favorite songs off of one of
my favorite albums start to fini h.
The Everglow. Mae comes with
almost hard-sound' g riffs, while
remaining to keep them soft and
almost harmonizing.
Closing off the CD are two
relaxing songs to ju t calm
everyone down. Damien Rice
with "Cannonball' is .guaranteed
to get you to think about life. as
is the theme in ·Let Go" by Frou
Frou. "Let Go" is a ong off of the
Garden State soundtrack, which I
more than recommend buying.
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Top Five
1. You've Been Warned
- James Patterson
2. Garden Spells - Sarah
Addison Allen
3. Harry Potter and the
Deathly Hallows - by J.
K. Rowling
4. A Tho.u sand Splendid
Suns - Khaled Hosseini
5. The Wheel of
Darkness - Douglas
Preston

m
o
o

1. The Brave One $13,471,488
2.3:10 to Yuma$8,930,889
3. Mr. Woodcock
- $8, 761~369
4. Superbad - $5,105,184
5. Dragon Wars
- $5,041,239

~

1. Soulja Boy - "Crank
That (Soulja Boy)"
2. Kanye West
- "Stronger"
3. Fergie - "Big Girls
Don't Cry"
4. Timbaland Featuring
Keri Hilson - "The Way I
Are"
5. T-Pain Featuring Akon
- "Bartender"

~
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Top five books according to
Barnes and Noble's Weekly
Hardcover Fiction list. Top five
movies according to the total
weekend gross from Sept. 14 to
16. Top five songs according to
the Billboard Hot 100.
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Freshman 15 is co
can be avoided wit
Ashley Stevens
Staff Writer

----------------------The infamous Freshman 15,
what sophomore Amber Grillo
defined as, ."gaining three more
butts after you already had one,'
is a dreaded syndrome that
affects S6me first-year college
students.
The Freshman 15 can be
described a the gain. or in a
few cases, the los of 15 pounds
during one's fre hman year in
college . .
So what causes this sudden
change in weight? Eating food
in exce ive amounts at all hour
of the day? Deciding to tay
in dorm room and watching
another rerun of "Fresh Prince
of Bel-Air" rather than heading
to the gym? Or i it going out to
parties and chugging can upon
can of lukewarm beer?
The an wer is all of the
above.
Freshman Andrea Jaeger
believes that the los of an
authority figure al 0 plays a
major role.in the 'eight change.
"Student don't eat the proper
foods and don't exercise becau e
there are no parents or authority
figures telljng them what they
should and ~ houldn 't eat and
drink:' she said.
By the age ofl ,rno t tuden
should know that a alad i much
healthier to eat than a double
cheeseburger. Parent end their
children off to coUege in hope
that their kid can begin the
proces of becoming responsible
adult and that include being in
control of one's own diet.
Coastal Carolina University

o ,
ef or

offer two dining option for
student : The CINO Grille and
The Commons. Both eaterie
offer a large variety of foods
ranging from fried chicken to
que adillas.
Both have their dining
dO\\'nfaUs, but the bigge t
downfall by far i the fact that
The Commons i et up in a
buffet style. Seeing all that food,
and knowing there i no limit
to how much can be eaten in
one sitting. tempts tudent. to
take advantage of the tasty grub
and eat much more than they
normally would.
"It important to remembCi"
that you don't have to eat
everything in ight." ays Jennie
Ca idy, director of CCU'.
Coun eling Services.
In addition to poor diet.
Cas idy believe' that the addition
of alcoholic beverage i a major
contributor to the extra pound.
According to the nutritional
information of Bud Light Beer,
each 12 oz. serving contains
95 calorie. Multiply that by
the fi e other beer in the ixpack and it equals a total of 475
calorie almo t a quarter of
the recommended daily caloric
intake.
There' al 0 the whole aspect
of being lazy. Many tudent who
were active in high school aren't
in collcge. Ca sidy tre e the
importanc of making erci nc
part of a student' daily routine.
Or a
'ophomore Dana
Mc amara aid, "Get off your
butt and go to the gym!'
ot only does excrci e help
keep the pound off, but it aLo
contribute to a bctter mood
and decrease the risk of heart

t

problem.
Marley Olejnik belie e that
tudent should take advantage
of all exerci e cla e offered on
campu., like, pinning and dance
cIas e .
"It i al '0 important to walk
to cIa s." Olejnik aid. ''Walk
eveI)'\\ here, for that matter."
In addition to the recreational
classes, CCU offer a wide
'ariety of intramural sport,
from soccer to dodge ball.
There i al 0 a gym on campu
and the recreation center offers
indi idual training e, ion .
CCU Coun eling ervice
ha a nutritioni t on staff.
endy Kiggin , who i in the
office Tue day and Wedne day
morning and can b reached at
other time by appointment.
The Fre hman I may e'ist,
, but CCU ha done its part in
gi ing studell~ more than one
way to fight it.
So student' \\ ho are not
wi11ing to give up the booze or
the french frie
hould take
advantage of all that CCU ha
to offer in order to a oid the
inevitable weight gain that
re~ul~ from that kind of diet.

Promiscu·ty, page 13
promote leeping around.
, ocia! moral ha e changed.
TV pu
0 many more examp]
of it [promi u it)] in front of u
that a r it' OK.,' aid Cas id .
Ca idy and many tud n
ay a1 hoI is a major factor that
lead to promi uou b ha ior.
In a tudy last year. 54 Coa tal
aid
Carolina t;ni er ity ~tuden
they ha e been taken ad antag
of ~exually due to alcoh 1, the

Oep ess·o

, page 15
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Celebration of Inquiry :
Celebrate modern life
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Sbarena Limehouse
For The Chanticleer
Ever heard of a cell phone,
iPod, Facebook or YouTube? What
about global warming, pollution and
endangered species? What factors
will influence your vote in this year's
presidential election?
All of these ideas are a part of
our everyday activities. Every year at
Coastal Carolina University, learning
is celebrated through the Celebration
of Inquiry Conference.
During thi conference, classes
are redirected to alternative topics of
learning. This year, the theme "The
Modem Life: The Challenges and
Advantages to Living and Learning in
the 21st Century" will both celebrate
and inform the campus community.
New students and other new
members of the CCU community
should get ready to experience a new
and unique way of learning in and
outside of the cia sroom.
In February, students will have
a chance to take a break from their
usual lass chedule to celebrate the
modem life by learning from various
presenters and topic~.
"In past years, there have been
about 150 sessions offered," said
Charmaine Tomczyk, director of the
Celebration oflnquiry Conference and
associate director of library service .
"Panel pre entations, poster se sions,
plays and mu ical performances have
been some of the formats u ed for
conference sessions."
During this two-and-a-half-day
conference, tudents, faculty, staff
and members of the community have
the chance to learn from the various
presentations given throughout the
campus. The presentation topics are
ba ed upon the conference's theme,
but hold a great deal of variety so
everyone can find topics of intere t.
Regularly
cheduled cia ses

Better Ingredi nts.
Better Pizza.

NOW HIRI G
ALL POSITIONS FOR
PAPA JOH 'S PIZZA
ALL GRAND STRAND LOCATIONS
Illustration by Yaw Odame

are redirected so all student have
the opportunity to attend these
presentations without worrying about
missing classes.
A schedule and descriptions of
these presentations are available prior
to the conference so attendees can
plan which presentations they would
like to attend.
Those who are familiar with this
campus-wide celebration should start
thinking about the alternative ways
in which they can benefit from the
conference. Everyone is invited to
not only attend the various sessions,
but present one of their own.
Dr. Deborah Walker, assistant
profe sor of communication, stresses
the importance of presenting a
session.
"There is ab olutely nothing that
can enhance a resume like conference
participation.
The
Celebration
of Inquiry conference provides a
unique opportunity for students to
get involved in conference planning,
attendance and presentation."
Anyone who has an idea, theory
or research paper they would like to
share during the celebration might be
able to tie it into this year's theme.
Submit a proposal for presentation
topics at www.coa tal.edu/inquiry.

WE NOW HAVE MANY OPENINGS FOR MOTIVATED PEOPLE
WHO WANT TO EARN A COMPETITIVE HOURLY WAGE,
MILEAGE PAY & TIPS IN A FUN WORKING ENVIRONMENT
WITH A FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE! THIS IS A PERFECT PARTTIME OR FULL-TIME JOB FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS, AND
THOSE IN NEED OF EXTRA MONEY!

• S1.50 MILEAGE COMPENSATION
• WE OFFER HANDS ON TRAINING AND PAID
ORIENTATION
• CUSTOMER SERVICE AND IN STORE EXPERIENCE
• BASIC COMPUTER SKILLS
• CASH MANAGEMENT SKILLS
• ADVANCEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
• PIZZA DISCOUNT WITH ALL CARRY OUT
ORDERS
PLEASE APPLY IN PERSON. NO PHONE CALLS. YOU
MUST BE 18YRS OR OLDER. BRING OUR GENERAL
MANAGER A VALID DRIVER'S LICENSE, PROOF OF
INSURANCE, A 3YR MOTOR VEHICLE RECORD, A
COMPLETED APPLICATION, AND A SMILE
YOU MAY ALSO APPLY ONLINE @ SNAGA)OB.COM

PAPA JOHN'S PIZZA IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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STUDENT SPOTLIGHT
Kyle Drapeau and
Caroline P. Smith
Staff Writer and
Editor-ill-Chief
Only .2 percent of the world's
population is an identical twin;
Coastal
Carolina
University
senior Christina Rarick i among
that percentile.
"I don't really know anything
different,~' Rarick
aid about
having a twin.
Although she is identical to
her sister, the two have different
academic goals. Rarick is a
marine science and biology
major and wants to teach high
school biology; her sister ha
her associate's degree in general
science.and wants to do something
with theology and/or theater.

The Scoop

On Christina Rar· c

Rarick is originally from
Virginia Beach, Va. When she wa
in high school, she wa always
interested in different aspect of
science, from biology to hurricane
cha ing. As a participant in the
International
Baccalaureate
Program, she recei ed CCU a a
recommended college. However.
ince she is an out-of-state student,
he has to take 18 credit hour
each emester.
HIf I take 18 credit here with
my scholar hip, it i the same as
going to an in- tate chool," she
explained.
The fact that CC i till a
relati ely mall college i Rarick'
favorite a pect of the campu ,but
she doesn't ha e much to. ay
about the recent growth.
''I'm graduating, so [the

ie:
; Fa
e
Responnibility (TAR and the
ewman Club on campus. he
has been a member of the. e
Favolii e spo : Socoe
organization . ince he ra a
fre hman and wa al 0 pre iously : Fa ori e sport
m: T e
acti'e in the Outd r Adventure : Hampton Roads Admlra s
Club.
"[The club] ar fun. Th y
offer a Jot of community en' ce
opportunitie
with
ializmg
mi 'ed m" he aid.
In CD
Raric - i on chedule to
and U2
graduate in May 200 and plan
Job : FLiC consultan , rna
to attend graduat
ch 01 at
tutor, science pr"va e utor,
Old Dominion
ni r: ity for
occasionally or s at S
ducation and biology. After
Andre s Churc
graduate chool he h e to joi
th Peac'" COI}J and p nd orne
tim in South Ameri a doing
m llectual
either environmental
or - or that i m
of a brat.
th
u
teaching.
De pite her high a piration
Rarick's idea of a dream jo i
probably imilarto many tudent
ideal career.
'[A job] where I g t to help
other p opJe i relaxed and allo
me to ta -e time off anytime I
Acti e wanted i ideal' he aid. "On

growth of CCU] won't affect me.
I am mad that they changed the
road. though. It wa 0 pretty:
She is a double major in marine
science and biology because CCU
doesn't offer marine biology a a
major, 0 he just combined the
two. Her mino are environmental
cience and pani h.
Her minor in Spani h help~
Rarick with one of her on-campu
job- a a Foreign Language
Instruction Center consultant. She
also orks a a Math Lab tutor and
a a private cience tutor through
the chool.
"She i a dedicated 'or r
and an a et to the Coastal
community.' aid Ke in Jenerette,
the director of the Learning
Assi tance Center.
In addition to her
credit
hour and her
three campus
job.
Raric
also

Bruster's at
Carolina Forest
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Affordable, 2bd/2ba Condo Hwy 544, Close to campus WID included
Call 508.740.1850 for more info
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Cafe Ro ge good
college hangout
Amanda Kelley
Photo Editor/Writer
Cafe Rouge is easily the best
new hangout for Coastal Carolina
University students.
The coffee shop/bakery is run
by a husband and wife, which gives
the restaurant a homely feeling. The
couple even bring their dog to work
sometimes.
The decor doe n't match at all.
There is a faux brick wall with an
electric fireplace, other walls ha e
French-inspired painting and on the
ceiling there are faux sky light with
both cloud and ocean scenes.
They al 0 have two flat creen
TV , one wa tuned into the travel
channel and the other to ESP , which
is perfect for checking game scores.
Somehow the eclectic furnishing
work together and the cafe has a
comfortable atmo phere.
The menu has more than just the
regular cafe food of biscotti, cone

and cakes; they also serve sandwiches
and "special menu items' that include
wings. Their coffee is served with
two pricings - either "in hou e" or
"to go " with the take out co ring a
little more for the price of the cup.
I ordered a cafe latte with biscotti
which came to a total of 3.59 plu
tax. The coffee wa smooth, not at
all bitter and just the right trength.
The biscotti is baked in-house, and
the flavor change depending on
what the chef \ 'ant to bake. Cherry
and almond wa the fla or of the
day. I don't e en like cherrie or
almonds, but it wa deliciou and
complimented the coffee rather than
stealing the flavor.
.
Cafe Rouge i the perfect place to
meet a friend for coffee, or e en for
a small group. With the comwrtable
mi matched couche and dining
table it uits any occa ion, whether
it be catching up with an old friend
or getting some tudying done Cafe
Rouge is the place to go.

Photo by .l1m'IIIK1U

Cafe Rouge is a new cafe in Carolina Fares: loc.
side of Carolina Forest Boulevard.
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The Scoop

Glo"b alist Club promotes awareness

Adviser: Dr. Pamela
Martin

Raytevia Evans
Features Editor
The Globalist Club, which
participates in many events on
campus, is open to students who
are interested in getting involved
on campus, care about global
events and who are interested in
other cultures.
The Globalist Club is seeking
suggestions and ideas and looking
to make their club larger and wellknown on campus.
"[The club] provides an
open forum for people of any
persuasion to openly express their
ideas and thoughts about different
global subjects," said Phillip
Gilbert, an active member of the
organization.
The students try to stay up to
date on current events and during
their discussions and on campus
events, they speak freely about
their opinions.
"We care about the political
climate of the world," said
Seraphim Beck, a member of the

When: Mondays at 4:15
p.m.
Where: EHFA 158
Why: To spread
awareness about global
events and increase
student interest in other
cultures.

.

Photo cOllrfe.\y Leyla Nardali

Pictured: Derek Allison, Meghan Standefer, Leyla Nardali, John Mahler, Ryan Grogg,
David Ward, Josh Darnell, Nadine Macgregor, Heather Bennett, Jennifer Koniski, Reece
Ringstaff, Seraphim Beck, Cassandra Tressler and Professor Pamela Marlin.
club.
The Globalist Club is currently
planning campus events for the
fall semester.
"We usually do movie nights,
UNICEF trick-or-treats, we were

the winners of the College Bowl
last year and we bring in different
speakers," said club President
Leyla Nardali.
The club meets every Monday
in the Edwards building, Room

Coastal Carolina University is pleased to share with you an
exc:ting program designed exclusively for Coastal seniors. The
1954 Society is a Senior Class gift program that seeks to build a
tradition of giving to the university. Each year the Senior class
makes a collective donation which is used to purchase a "gift" for
the campus. In past years, these donations have been used to
purchase such things as a field-goal post at Brooks Stadium and to
pave a patio area for students outside the Commons Dining Hall.

A

f~l
1954-

158 at 4: 15 p.m. There are no club
fees and everyone is welcome
to join. The club was created to
support a class that covered the
same diverse topics.
"It's an extension of the Model

UN class. We talk about global
issues and give the club and
campus an outlet to speak their
opinion," saId Gilbert.
The members also participate
in the Celebration of II}quiry each
year.
"We also travel to Atlanta for
Model UN," said Nardali.
Club member are looking
to expand and they are also
interested in having more events
and participation on campus.
To learn more about this club,
contact its adviser, Dr. Pamela
Martin, at plmartin@coastal.edu,
or its president, Leyla Nardali, at
linardal@coastal.edu.

Membership in the 1954 Society requires a three-year pledge.
During your senior year, make a commitment of at least $19.54 to
the Senior Class gift and pledge to contribute the same or more
over the next two years. You may designate your pledge to support
any number of university needs. In return, as a member of the 1954
Society, your membership to the Alumni Association will be
included for the three years of your pledge period at no additional
cost to you other than fulfilling your commitment.

SOCIETY

www.coastal.edulalumni

*

1954 Society Pin to wear on your gown and a membership certificate
* Three-year membership into the Alumni Association at a reduced pledge rate
* Listing in the President's Annual Report of Donors
* University mailings including the Coastal Carolina University Magazine
* Invitations to Alumni Association and 1954 Society special events

'OU CAll

~it;1l

Uf

Oll~illa!

www.coastal.edulgive
Remember to select « 1954 Society"
as a designation

-COASTAL CAROLINA UNIVERSITY
www.coastal.edu/alumni

"011. MOlLa hl"OlLMA-riOM A,&OV-r '&aCOMiM~ A MaM'&alL 0" -rtfa 1'~4 ~OCia-r't,
COM-rAC-r WaM~i VAV~tf-r 1,,6., A~VMMi lLa~A-riOM~, A-r (84~) ~4'-J,.~8' (A~VM).

• e [easona I priced
• 0

appointment necessar

• All beds have facia 5

• High level stand-up available
for a more even tan
• Great product selection

• Most effective bulbs availab e

· The Words to Say It 2007-08
A Visiting Writers Series at Coastal Carolina University

Thursday, October 11, 2007 @4:30 pm, Edwards Recital Hall
Stuart Dischell author of Backwards

§·~~s:"':tu-ar':';:"";"'t'::'::D"":'is:"':C;':'h':":en":"":::;is:"';t:':';he:':';a"::u:"':t}::.ilot...:r:"'o-r-G-O-od-H-o-pe-R-o-ad-,-a-1-9-9-1-N-a-ti-o-na-I-P-o-eu-)-'-Se-n-'e-s----'
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I Selection (Vlking, 1993), E euing' & Avenue (Penguin, 1996). Dig Safe (Penguin.
2003). and Backward' Day (Penguin, 2007 . Hj~ poem' ha e been widely publi hed
injoumal uch a' The New Republic, Ploughshare', late, and The Kenyon Re iew.
A recipient of award from the National Endo'i ment for the Art the orth Carolina
Arts Council. and the John Simon Guggenheim FoundatIon Di chell tcachc. in the
Master of Fine Arts Program in Creative Writing at UNC Greensboro.

Thursday, November 1, 2007 @ 4:30 pm, Wall Auditorium
Katrina
, author of Atlas
Katrina Vandenberg's first book Ada. ( lilk eed Edition ) wa a finali. t for the
Minne ota B k Award, and her po try has appeared in The American Sholar. The
Iowa Revle N. Poetry Daily, and other venues. She ha re eived fellow 'hip from the
MacDowell Colony and the Fulbright and McKnight foundauon. he is currently a
Bu h Arti ,t Fellow in Literature and a volunteer at the Center for Victim of Torture In
the Twin Cities.

Thursday, ovember 29, 2007 @ 4:30 pm, Wall Auditorium
Jason Ocke

Tuesday, January 22, 4:30 pm, Wall Auditorium
A. Van Jordan, author of Quantum
A. Van Jordan i the author of Rise (TIa Chucha Pre S, 2001), which won th
PEN/Oakland Jo ephine Mile Award, M-A-C-N-O-L-J-A (Norton, 2004), which
wa awarded an Anisfield-Wolf A-. ard and listed as one the Best Book of2oo5
by The London Times (TLS), and mo t re ently Quantum Lyrics (Norton, 2007).
Jordan' as at 0 awarded a Whiting Wnte Award in _005 and a Pushc rt PriL
in 2006. Recipient of a John Simon Guggenheim Fellm hip in 2007, Jordan
tcache in the Mfi'A program at th Yniversity of Texa .

Thursday, February 7, 2008 @ 4:30 pm, Wall Auditorium
Brian Turner, author of Here, Bullet
Brjan Turner is a oldier-poet whose debut book of poems Here, Bullet, won the 2005
Beatrice Hawley Award and wa: a ew York Times "Editor' 'hOlce". election. Turner
.' rv d e en year in the US Army, including one year as an infantry tcam leader in
Iraq with the 3rd Stryker Brigade Combat Team, 2nd Infantry Divisi n. Prior to that, he
was deployed to Bo~nia-Herzegovjna in 1999-2000 with the 10th Mountain Dl Lion.
Tumer's poetry has b en publi hed in Poetry DaHy. The Georgia Review. and other
journal'. A graduate of the MFA program at the Univer:-;ity of Oregon. Turner js the
recipient of the 2007 Poets Prize.

Thursday, March 6, 2Q08 @ 4:30 pm, Wall Auditorium
Jill McCorkle) author of Creatures of Habit
Jill McCorkle j the author of five nov I : The Cheer Lead r, July 7th Tending to
Virginia. Ferris Bea h and Carolina Moon, and three. tory collection ,mo. t re ntly
Cr ature of HabIt. Her work ha appeared in The Atlantic PI ugh hare Be. t American
hort Storie, and. e v Storie. from the South, among other public tion The recipient
of the ew England Boo Award, the John D Pa sos Prize. an I he N rth Carolina
Award ~ r Literature. he ha taught creatIv writing at U C-Chapel Hill, Tuft", Har ard,

Thursday, April 10, 2008 @ 4:30 pm, Wall Auditorium
Dan Albergotti, author of The Boatloads
.
[CCU Faculty Showcase Reading]
Dan A1bergottj's poems have appeared in
The Cincinnati Revie\ • TIle Southern Review,
The VIrginia Quarterly Revi w, and other
Journal. Hi' Chapbook. Charon's Manife. t.
appeared in 2005, and hi poem "Thing. to Do
In the Belly of the What ,. von the 5th Annual
Onciros Pres~ Poetry Broad ide Conte. t. In
_007, Edward Hir ch elected Albergotti' .
manu cript The Boatload ,a the winner
of the A. Poulin, Jr. P etry Prize from BO ...
Edition A graduate of the MFA program at
Green b r nd fonner poetry editor of
The Green bor Review, Albergoui teache
literature and creative \ riting cour e at
Coa tal Carolina Univer ity.

The Eng ish Department at Coastal Carolina
University Is Proud to Sponsor:

A Reading by Author and
Distinguished Profe sor
Emeritus Randall A. Well

Tuesday, October 23rd
2007 at 3:00pm
Edwards Recital Hall,
EHFA 152

Reception and Book
Signing Will Follow

Want More Southern
Storie. ? Check out
"Swamp Strand, &
Steamboat: Voices Qf
Horry County. South
Carolina 1732-1954' and
, Along the Waccamaw: A
Yankee DL cover a Home
by the River' a1 0 by
Randall Well .

Paid Advertisement

ww2.coa tal.edulchanti leer
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SPO
Philip Cook
For The Chanticleer
1. Jerome .simpson is the
real deal
Over the last three year ,
Simp on lia proved he is one of
the top wide receivers in Divi ion
l-AA football. Thi' enior ha
ingle-handedly changed the
way defen ive coordinator play
Coastal Carolina Univer ity
football 1) cau. e of his athletic
ability and hand. of glue. He
give delen ive back nightmare
the night before game .. E pect a
big year from # 19.

2. t's going to be hard to
replace all-e erything Tyler
Thigpen
\ViII Richardson Sean
Fortson and Jamie Childer ha e
big h e. to fill with all that
Thigpen did for this program
as the quarterback the 1a t four
years. While it ill not be ea y
to replace Thigpen. it hould b
an intere ling battle b twl:en the
three.
Each offers omething
different. Richard on gi e
CCU a huge pocket pa er ho
i deadly wh n given time on
the field. Fortson i the runner
who give Coach David Bennett
orne ability to e eap the p c 'et
and buy. orne time if needed.
The 10 • ofRen McKinnon for
the year throw the wild ard
Jamie Childer in th rae. Thi
fte hman ha not had a Ii e nap
at college or been in the pr gram
that long.

3. Britt Legge , arne Sim,
Ryan Boehm, eth Smalls
and Trent Killian
Mo t fan would not b
familiar with the 'e five name
and that s becau e they do the
dirty work. They are the big
uglies, the hawg . the offensive
line guys who do much of the
work with no glory' any coach
will tell you that winning and
losing starts on the lines. The e

fi e guy quickly gel and come
together a one olid unit. Thi
would go a long way in helping
the offen. tran ition from la ,t
year.

4. Defen. e ill keep it cI

~

The hant defen will
keep the team in the game and
could p ibly win a couple of
gam for them a ~ ell. While'
the defense 10 t me play
including arolina Panther
Quinton Teal, four-year tarter
Jamar Leath and am Harp r, th
cupboard i not bare. DJ Rice
Anthony t cle, Mario orman
and th return of Adrian "Big A"
Grady pro ide enough tal nt and
teran leader hip to ke p th
game cl
for the offcn to
get in a gro e and ore om
pint.

5. "Big

~

Th return of Adrian Grady
h Ip th defen big tim and
ju t h ' imp on give d en i e
ba
nightmare thi guy gi e
offen ive linemen fit . He i
big and trong enough to keep
linem n off the lin backer
and bI nd that with an
uncanny quickne to ru h the
quarterback.
rady b tter known a
Big A, i a force on th field.
Offi n
mu t account for him at
all time and can't afford to lac'
on him or their quarterbac '
or running bacb ill not b
t 0 happy with their blo 'ers.
The big que tion for Grady
i whether he will tay
healthy and pro .de that
force in the middle.

:;,1

him

a gr at
ad antage
ov r
mo t of hi
count rparts
. id .

7.

the hant.
The t am
\\eI om d

it on the road to
Jame Madi n
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Tailgating traditions: Preserving the fun of CCU football
Meg Duvall
Assistant Editor
Students gather in parking lots,
on Singleton Lawn, under the bus
stops and everywhere in between.
Tailgating before a football game
is an e sential part of football
season for fans everywhere.
At Coastal Carolina University,
the enthusiasm of tailgating is no
different. Students enjoy partying
with their friends before football
games in hopes of raising school
spirit and having a good tim .
Tailgating provide a fun and
what should be a safe weekend
activity for students.
However, it is when tudents
start acting irresponsibly that
tailgating is no long\,,;r fun and can
become dangerous.
We all want to enjoy ourselves
during football festivities, so as a
courtesy to our fellow Chanticleer
fans, let's start a few traditions on
campus in order to preserve the
fun of tailgating.
Here's a few dos and don'ts of

Chanticleer tailgating:
DON'T drink and drive! It
sounds cliche, but you really can
kill yourself or the people you
care about when you drive after
you've had a few beers. If you
don't believe me, ask someone
who has lost a friend in a drinking
and driving accident.
DON'T throw your trash,
beer cans, bottles or even food
on the ground. Trash destroys the
beautiful campus we have and
food attracts animals we don't
want to welcome to campus.
DON'T bring the beer pong
table. Even though it's a fun time
with your buddies, drinking games
(including flip cup and beer pong)
are against the Student Code of
Conduct and belong at home.
DON'T bring attention to
yourself. If you are drinking, be
smart- the cops are looking for
excessively drunk students who
are a danger to themselves and
others. If they think you are drunk,
they may approach you and issue
a citation.
DON'T land yourself a date

with Dr. Holmes the dean of
students. If you find yourself
sitting opposite him first thing
Monday morning, you might end
up on probation, or worse, in an
alcohol education class.
DON'T forget that there are
people on the campus other than
students. They hold the university
to high expectations. When
students don't act appropriately,
we all get a negative reputation
which affects our future careers,
internships and the image of the
university.
Enough with the rules, now
let's have some fun:
DO come to campus after 2
p.m. ready to cheer on the team a
they defeat our competition.
DO wear teal and bronze to
show your school spirit!
DO fly your organization's
banner to gain recognition on
campus.
DO bring your grills and your
appetites. Campus always smells
good on football days.
DO
drink
responsibly.
Public safety does patrol during

tailgating and they will issue
citations for underage drinking,
public intoxication, driving under
the influence and other alcoholrelated issues.
DO put any alcohol you bring
in a cooler or keep it in your car.
School policy says no alcohol
containers are allowed in plain
sight. That's what cup are for.

DO start a tradition at CCU by
tailgating responsi~ly. Let's make
Coastal football a tradition that
our families, friends and neighbors
can be proud of.
And DO bring your camera to
capture CCU memories with your
friend 0 when you look back on
your college life in 20 year you
will remember the fun you had.

S
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Chanticlee s come
In the econd quarter. CCU tied
the game on a 6-yard run by enior
Staff rVriter
fullback Mike Tolbert, which
wa
et up by an interception
fre hman
afety
Keon
After la t year' 38-21 defeat by
at Georgia Southern Un ier ity, Cunningham. However Fo ter
then proceeded to run for hi third
Coa tal Carolina Univer ity wa
looking for re enge. In their touchdown of the game. Fo ter
fir t-e er home meeting with the had already matched hi career
Eagles, CCU played in front of high for ru hing touchdown in
one game.
8,448 spectator.
CCU entered half time trailing
The first quarter began a a
defen ive battle. Thi continued 21-14. The deficit ouid have
until Georgia Southern cored been larger but Georgia outh m
the first point of the game, on kicker Je e Hartley mi d two
a 31-yard touchdown run by field goal attempt .
The third quarter belonged to
quarterback Jay on Fo ter at the
the defen e . Coa tal wa able to
3:52 mark.
CCU responded ju t seventeen tie the game, by going on a 12econd • later, with a 61-yard play drive that co ered 7 yard.
F0 ter cored the go-ahead
touchdown run. On thi play. Jamie
Fordham et a ne\' career long, touchdown, ix econd into the
which top hi pre iou be t of 49 final quarter. The game . eemed
yard . Le than two minute later, to be out of reach when Fo ter'
ixth and final touchdown run put
Fo ter ran for another touchdown,
making it 14-7 in favor of Georgia Georgia Southern up 42-27 with
7:05 left in the game.
Southern.

Tick Mamary

The
Chants
refu ed to
urrender. cutting the lead to 4234 with 4:34 left to play. Jerom
Simp on, who was hut down for
mo t of the game had two catche
for 36 yard on the coring-dri e
vhich wa capped offby Tolbert'
third ru hing touchdown. CC '
hope of a comebac ended hen
Richard on threw hi
e ond
interception on their final driv .
Georgia outhern on 42-34,
a quarterback F 0 ter et ne\\
career high inru hingtouchdo n
and yard in on gam. The t am
had a total of 512 rushing yards, a
Lamar Lewi al 0 t a ne career
high with 20 ru hing yard .
The 10 drop ~ the han to
1-2 on the ea on \\ hile Georgia
outhern improve to 2-0. C
faced Jam . Madi on Uni'e ity
on ept. 22 and 1 ok ahead to
Furman Uni er ity n ct. 6.

NEW' USED FURNISHIN~S ~OR YOUR DORM OR DONJCILE

BEST

AGOOD YEAR
1112 3rd Ave. South
Myrtle Beach
South Carolina
29577

626-7010

Bring this ad for 10% Savings

For More Info, Visit Us @PatMorSalvage.com

Above: Chase Ho e wraps up 2 Sry nt S yn in
the one of the opening plays of Saturday' 9 me. Top:
Quarterbac Sean Fortson dodg
SSU play

SPORTS
ATHLETICS CORNER

Kelly Moore
For The Chanticleer
I have some very exciting news
- Coa tal Carolina University
athletics is partnering up with
Centex Homes and Conway Ford
to give away a free truck.
Yes, that's right, a free truck! It
is called the "CCU Throw and Go

Sept. 24 - Oct. 7, 2007

CCU athletics announces upcoming contest

Challenge." Here's how it works:
Go on the athletic Web site at
www.goccusports.com and click
on the Throw & Go Challenge
link on the right hand side. Then
you can register for the challenge.
The contest takes place at the
last football game of the season;
all you have to do is throw a
football through the window and
you win the truck.
I also want to tell you about the
upcoming bus trips.
We will be taking fan buses
to the Furman University and the
Charleston Southern University
football games. The cost will be
very low for students so keep your
eyes and ears open for further
details.

v. UNC Wilmington
v. Presbyterian College·
tl

v. UNC Asheville

(

tl

V. Radford University
V. Liberty University

a

V. Paul Short Run in Bethlehem, Pa.
Sat. 9/29
3 p.m.
Wed. 10/3
at4 p.m.
Sat. 10/6
at 7 p.m.
Tues. 9/25
at 7 ~.m.
Sat. 9/29 at
1 p.m.
Sun. 9/30

V. Virginia Military Institute

V. UNC-Asheville
V. George Washington University

Cross country wins first place
Amanda Kelley
Photo EditorlWriter
Both the men's and women's
cross country teams won the CCU
Invitational meet held in Quail
Creek Golf Club Sept. 14. Both
teams took four of the top five
places to beat UNC Wilmington,
Mount Olive College and Coastal
Alumni.
Senior Diana Jepchirchir
won the 5 000 meter race for the
women in 18:16.71, followed
by teammate Felicitas Mensing
and Theresa Schamberger who

v. College of Charle

ton

V. Virginia Military Institute
V. Longwood University
-.----.-~...,

V. Presbyterian College

.... LQ.m.
Wed. 1013
----'

v. UNC Asheville
V. Bank of Tennessee/Ridges Invitational
Bank of Tennessee/Ridges Invitational
in Johnson Cit ,Tenn. .

10/12-14

9/14 - VS. Gardner-Webb,

10/12-14

--

9/14 - VS. Buffalo, W 3-0
9/15 - VS. Delaware, L 0-3
9/18 - VS. SC State, W 3-0

9/12 - VS. The Citadel, W

3-0

..

9/14 - VS. North Florida,
W3-2
-.- ..~- .. ---~'------

9/16 - VS. Wagner, W 2-1
9/8 - VS. Winston-Salem,
W 28-21
9115 • VS. Georgia-5outh-

Mkhokheli
Dube
Forward from
Bulawayo,
Zimbabwe

Jill Nyhof
Middle blocker/
outside hitter from
Alphraetta, Ga.

Lindsay
Reynolds
Hilton Head, S.C.

a

1

-----~---

W3-1

F

at 7 p.m.
Sat. 10/6
at 12 R.m.·

SCORES

Aruka
Felgueroso
Madrid, Spain

c

~--~

placed second and third with
times of 18:19.48 and 19:02.06,
respectively.
The winner of the men's 8,000
meter run was Coastal alumnus
Doug Currie who finished with
a time of 26:05:88. Coastal
sophomore Jamie McCarthy
placed second in 26: 13.02, and
senior Blair Paul came in third in
26:29.57.
The men and women head to
Bethlehem, Pa. for the Paul Short
Run, on Friday Sept. 28.

V. Chowan University

Justin
Durham
Kicker/punter from
Lexington, N.C.

a
a
o

em, L34-42
Compiled by Caroline P. Smith
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Coastal fans show suppo t
to the ve y end
Ra tevia Evans
Features Editor
Coas al Carolina Univer ity' 10 s
to Georgia SQuthern came a a urpri e
and a di appointment to creaming
Coa tal Carolina Uni er ity fan on
the night of Sept. 15.
"There were three fumble and
three interceptions in a hort amount
of time. Georgia Southern t ok
advantage of that and I wa not happy
about it," aid Lauren • Lo' Pirie,
a CCU tudent double majoring in
communication and political ciencc.
Fans wcre e cited and upporti e
of the team a they played a tight and
competiti e game throughout the fir t
half. There were penalty flag for both
the teams and the game wa tied t\: 'ice
in the fir. t half at 7-7 and 21-21.
Coa tal fan were expecting to
take home another win; howe er
the Eagle had a few trick up their
lee e .
"They [ hanticleer] can't top
. number four,' aid Timothy Ti dale,
Jr., a football player from C. E. Murray
High School in Green ille.
Jay on Fo ter, wide receiver for
the Eagle , made quick deci ion on
each play of the game, giving the
Chant a hard time and making it
almost impo. ible for them to core.
The Eagles t ok advantage of every
opportunity the Chant ga e them
during the game, coring almo t
e ery time the ball wa inter ept d or
fumbled.
'I wa real1y mad about ho~ , many
turnover there Were. I wa pretty
much creaming at the top of my
lungs at e eryone on the field,' aid
Rebecca Filler, an education major at
CCU.
Many of the fan were. upp rti e
throughoutth game chanting different
cheer~ along with the cheerleader~ t
L

.1. .0.
ho
upport. The cheer
(Coa tal I
umb r One) wa y lled
from the . tudent ection all night to
maintain the pirit of the Chanticleer
football team.
During halftime, tudent fan
di cu ed the outcome of th fir~t
half while the CC Marching Band
p rformed.
"We still have a chance. It a clo
game and they're doing pretty well,"
aid Pirie.
Fan be arne a little worried after
the fir t fi w play. ofth e nd half.
"It' like they decid d n t to play
fo tball after the fir t half' Piri aid.
The Chant' quart rb~ck Will
Richard on, ha big ho to fill after
Tyler Thigpen graduat d in May and
many fan agree that Richard on
ne d practice.
'He doe. n 't mo e out of the
p cket that often. H need to mo e
and we may be able to get o~ thing
accompli hed," aid Brandy Jean
accounting major at C
hanticle r fan b am a littl
more frightened about the r ult of tho
game and winning eeml.::d to b an
option they no longer belil.:: ed in.
When I m up et I get a little quiet
and I mu~t ay that I a up et and a
little ar d about thi
aid Pirie.
till the Chanticle r fan continued
to let the play r. know their campu
and local communi tie. \\ ere behind
them until the end.
, I didn t like that me p opJe left
after they de id d e \\ r going to
I e, aid Pirie.
Pirie and the re t of .C.R. . .M.
tudent
Commonly
nthu ia m at Athletic
atch
taye until the end of the game to
gi e full upport of CU football.
The gam ended \\ ith a 10 {; r th
Chanticl er 42-34. but the oi
upport of the fan
ery end.
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The Grand Strand's Largest Homebuilder

